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Abstract. A Griffiths correlation inequality for Ising ferromagnets is refined and is
used to obtain improved upper bounds for critical temperatures. It is shown that, for
non-negative external fields, the mean field magnetization is an upper bound for the
magnetization of Ising ferromagnets.

1. Introduction

For each nonempty subset R of an index set A define
(1.1)

σR=Uσt
ieA

where σt = ± 1, i e A, is a set of Ising spins. In a given configuration of
spins {σ} — {σt : ί G A}, the interaction energy is defined by
E{σ}=-Σ

RCΛ

J(R)σR

(1-2)

Thermodynamic averages of functions / = /{σ} are defined by
</>= Σf{°}™p(-βE{σ})/Σexp(-βE{σ})
{σ}

(1.3)

{σ}

where sums extend over all configurations of spins. We denote
<rR<rs = <rRS

(1-4)

where from the Definition (1.1) RS is the set-theoretic symmetric difference
For ferromagnetic pair interactions, i.e., J(R) non-negative and zero
unless R is a one or a two element subset of Λ (one element subsets
corresponding to interactions with an external field), Griffiths [1, 2, 3]
proved a number a correlation function inequalities which were
subsequently generalized by Kelley and Sherman [4]. For the inter* On leave (1970-71) from Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201.
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action (1.2) with J(R)^0, these generalized Griffiths inequalities are

(1.5)
>^0,

P 'W

(1.6)

and for any k e R
III.

<σ*>^ Στ(S)<σ* s >
s

(1.7)

τ(S) = tanh)8J(S)

(1.8)

fceS

where

and the sum in (1.7) extends over sets S e {A C A, J(A) > 0}.
It is to be noted that interactions with an external magnetic field
H > 0 can be included in the above by taking J(R) = H for all one element
subsets R of A.
Ginibre [5] and Fortuin, Ginibre and Kasteleyn [6] have recently
constructed a general framework in which inequalities of the type I and II
are valid. Inequality II and its generalizations have been particularly
useful in proving various existence theorems for phase transitions [1, 7]
and for obtaining critical exponent inequalities [8]. The inequality III,
which is the subject of this note, has been used primarily to obtain
bounds for critical temperatures [3].
In the next section, we obtain a refinement of the inequality III and
use it to obtain improved bounds for critical temperatures. In the final
section, we show that, for non-negative external fields, the mean field
magnetization is an upper bound for the magnetization of Ising ferromagnets with pair interactions.
2. Refinement of the Inequality (1.7)

In the following, we will make use of the identity
exp \βJ(R) σj = coshβ J (R) [1 + τ(R) σj ,

(2.1)

where τ(R) is defined by (1.8). This result is easily proved by expanding
the exponential and noting that (σR)2 = 1. We will assume throughout
that J(K)^0.
Writing
)= Π exp[MΦσ*]
(2.2)
RCΛ
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and applying the identity (2.1) to the term in (2.2) corresponding to the
subset ScΛ, we obtain immediately from the definition (1.3) that
<<TR> = ί<VR>s + τ(S) <<W*] C1 + *(« <σs>5] ^

(2.3)

where <.-•>$ denotes an average for the system (1.2) with J(S) = Q.
Interchanging jR and RS in (2.3) gives
<<W = [<<Ws + τ(S) <σR>s] [1 + τ(S) <σs>s] -1 .

(2.4)

Combining (2.3) and (2.4) then gives
<σR> = τ(S) <σRS> + [(1 - τ(S)2) <σR>s] [1 + τ(S) <σs>s] ~1
^τ(S)<σ RS > + (l-τ(S) 2 )<σ R > s
where use has been made of (1.5), i.e., <σs>s ^ 0.
Let now S l 5 S 2 , ...,Sn be any family of subsets of Λ. By repeated
iteration of (2.5), we obtain
<σR> g τίSJ <σj?Sl> + (1 - τ^)2) τ(S2)
+ -. + (l-τ(S 1 ) 2 )...(l-τ(S π ) 2 )<σ J? > Sl , S2 ,... s>ι ,

i.e.

(2.6)
+ Π(l-τ(S ί ) 2 )<σ R > s.....SB,
i =l

where τ(S 0 )Ξθ.
It is to be noted that if the family {St} = X the set of subsets of Λ
excluding R such that S f n R φ φ and J(S£) > 0, z = 1, 2, . . . n,

,.,s, = τ(R).

(2.7)

Also, because of the monotonicity property (1.6)

It follows that if {Sί5 ΐ = 1, 2, . . ., n) = «s/ and S Λ+x = R, (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8)
give
"Σ T(Sj) I [I (1 - ^(^)2)} <^Sj>
j=l

U=0

(2.9)

J

where use has been made of <σ R Λ > = <σ|> = l. Obviously, the best
inequality from (2.9) is obtained by choosing an ordering for S l5 S2, . . ., Sn
which minimizes the right hand side.
For a set of N pair-wise interacting spins in the presence of an
external magnetic field H, we choose R = {r} (J(R) = H\ Sj = {r, Sj}
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7 = 1,2, ...,N-ί,SN = R, such that S φSj , iφ;, and s^φr. From (2.9)
(with n = N — 1), we then obtain
<σ r >g Π (l-τ(r,s/)tanh/Hί

+ Σ <r,S
j =l

where τ(r9s) = tanhβJrs9Jrs is the coupling constant between spins r
and s, and τ(r, s0) = 0.
For a translationally invariant system <σk> = mN(H, β) is the magnetization per spin for all k. It follows from (2.10) that if
2

G(β) = Y τ(r, S;) { ΓI (1 - τ(r, s,) )} < 1
j=l

U=0

the spontaneous magnetization m0(β)=
and hence that a solution of

(2.1 1)

J

lim lim mN(H,β) vanishes,

H->0+ N->oo

1

(2.12)

gives an upper bound T0 for the critical temperature Tf.
For example, if there are nearest neighbor interactions only on a
lattice with coordination number g,
G(β) = tanh(βJ) *£ (1 - tanh^jy
(2.13)
j=o
where J is the coupling constant between nearest neighbor spins. For the
square lattice (4 = 4), (2. 12) and (2.13) give tanh(^S0J) = 0.29 ..., which
is to be compared with the mean field value 0.25 [3], Fisher's [9] selfavoiding walk bound 0.37..., and the exact value ]/2 — 1 = 0.414 ....
The bounds obtained from (2.12) and (2.13) of course improve with increasing coordination number.

3. Mean Field Bound for the Magnetization

For a set of AT Ising spins with ferromagnetic pair interactions only in
the presence of an external magnetic field H ^ 0, the choice R = {r},
S = {r, s} in (2.3) gives
<O = [<Os + tanh()8JΓβ)<Os] [l + tanh^^Xσ^),]"1 (3.1)
where J rs ^ 0 is the coupling constant between spins r and s. From the
monotonicity property (1.6), <σ,.σs>s ^ <σr>s <σs>s. Also, since
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0^<σ s > 5 ^1, <σs>s tanhβjrs^tanh(βjrs(σsys\
(3.1), we obtain

Using these results in

where g(z) = tanh~ ίz. Hence, since <σs>s ^ <σs>,

(3.3)

ys).

Iterating (3.3) until all bonds Λ, s >0 have been eliminated, we then
obtain, using (2.7)

<σr> £ tanh ( £ J8J,,<O + βH\
Wr

(3.4)

/

For a translationally invariant system <σr> = mN(H, β) is the magnetization per spin for all r. Taking the limit N->oo in (3.4), we then obtain

for

fl^O,

(3.5)

where m = lim mN(H, β), and from translational invariance,
N->oo

«=ΣJ«
is independent of r.
The positive solution of

(3-6)

sφr

m* - tanhOSαm* + βH) ,

H^0

(3.7)

is the mean field magnetization. From (3.5) we then obtain

for

H^O.

(3.8)

Notice also, from (3.8), that the mean field critical temperature T* given
1
1
from (3.7) by /?* ^(fcT*)" ^oΓ is necessarily an upper bound for the
true critical temperature.
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